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Preface
Sir Brian Burridge KCB CBE
Like many of my peers, I started my military career in a Reserve unit
as an acting Pilot Officer on a University Air Squadron. During the
almost four decades of regular RAF service that followed, I commanded a Reserve unit as a Squadron Leader, worked in two Headquarters which relied heavily on Royal Naval Reserve augmentees,
had most of the Royal Auxiliary Air Force under my command as
Commander-in-Chief Strike Command, and took Reserve Forces
from all three Services to war in Iraq in 2003. Now I find myself
back on a Reserve Unit as a Flying Officer, representing a meteoric
rise of one rank in almost 40 years. This personal experience of both
working with Reserves and being one myself has left me with two
distinct impressions: one-size very definitely does not fit all; and, the
flexibility offered by Reserve Forces greatly assists our ability to
meet the huge geo-strategic shifts that have shaped our Defence
policy since the end of the Cold War.

Operations where some aspects of ‘real world’ expertise cannot be
generated among Regulars. For those who would volunteer for
Reserve service, this shifting canvas is accompanied by changing
employment patterns, the time-compression of modern lifestyles
and the virtually certain knowledge that, at some stage, they will be
facing personal danger in an operational theatre. This is a complex
set of ingredients and this report will assist the command chain in
seeking to find solutions. Of particular note are the observations and
recommendations on the need to use our Reserve Forces in a way
that preserves the all-important link between society and its Armed
Forces in areas where the Regular footprint has all but disappeared.
As the introduction to the report makes clear, we need have no fear
as to the courage, determination and leadership displayed by our
reserve Forces when facing danger on operations. In the case of the
Royal Auxiliary Air Force Regiment, this includes command of a
Field Squadron. Members of the Reserve and Auxiliary forces have
paid the ultimate price. These are not ‘weekend warriors’ but soldiers, sailors and airmen of enormous worth, outstanding resourcefulness and top-rate professionalism whose contribution is vital. The
Nation should be grateful to them.

The thoroughly orchestrated and predictable requirements of Cold
War force structures made Reserve forces planning relatively
straightforward. The Royal Navy needed to surge their major headquarters relying hugely on the RNR for intelligence specialists, the
Naval Control of Shipping and for operational expertise. The RAF
also relied heavily on Reserves for operational mission support and
to provide the legions of personnel required to fight an airfield
through the effects of nuclear and chemical attack. Now, the
requirement is much less predictable. Reserve force structures in
the RN and RAF have developed to relieve stretch in the regular
order of battle — a line taken particularly by the Royal Auxiliary Air
Force — and to provide niche specialisations in areas such as Media

Introduction

T

he reserve forces have been in the news repeatedly in the
past few months, from Royal Marines Reservist Matt
Croucher’s gallantry in shielding his comrades from a detonating
grenade, on patrol in Helmand Province, to the tragic loss of three
SAS reservists in an undercover operation, also in Afghanistan.
Behind the more newsworthy actions has been a remarkable
contribution to current operations across the spectrum of all three
services, involving a wide range of activities, by citizen servicemen and women, leaving their civilian jobs to fight alongside
their regular counterparts. The All-Party Reserve Forces Group
was established to promote interest in, and new thinking about,
that very under-recognised body of our fellow citizens, the
volunteer reserve forces.

Julian Radcliffe, Richard Dixon, Keith Mans and David Bishop.
We are particularly grateful to the Royal Aeronautical Society for
publishing and launching this second report. The fortunate coincidence that MoD chose to conduct its own in-depth review of
reserve forces, this year, has led to a fruitful co-operation with
Major General Nick Cottam and his team. Some 60 Parliamentarians belong to our group and most have participated at some
stage of the study — although the contents of this report are the
views of the signatories listed on the title page alone.
Volume 1 of our report, published in May 2007, looked at the
Territorial Army, much the largest of the volunteer reserves. This
volume looks first at the Maritime Reserves and then the Air Reserves. In the summary and conclusions, it also pulls together a
number of tri-service and inter-service points arising from both
volumes. Recommendations are listed separately in each of the
three sections.

Studying the reserves for the past two years, the Group has been
grateful for the co-operation of the Ministry of Defence, the
Armed Forces, regular and reserve, and most of all our four clerks
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The Maritime Reserves
“The Royal Naval Reserves (RNR) is an integral
part of Britain’s naval forces and is made up of
men and women from all walks of life, from a
whole range of backgrounds, with many reasons
for getting involved.”1

The Royal Naval Reserve was reduced in size by 1994 to less
than half of its Cold War establishment3, and saw its role change
from a focus on mine countermeasures (with dedicated vessels)
and defence of the UK base to a wider role in support of the Fleet.
Its utility has, however, been limited by low levels of funding for
training activity. Despite the reduction in numbers and funding,
the RNR has played its full part in supporting UK operations
worldwide, including Operations TELIC and HERRICK in Iraq
and Afghanistan, respectively. Some 28% of the RNR has
deployed operationally since the start of the Iraq War in 2003.4

Crown copyright.

Or, in the words of Commodore Stephen Thorne RNR, Commander Maritime Reserves, the job of the RNR, is “in a nutshell,
to provide capability at readiness”.2 In other words, it is not simply
to be a reserve of last resort to augment the Royal Navy. Instead
the modern RNR is intended to be able to deploy anywhere, at
short notice, to deliver ‘effect’ directly to the frontline.

HMS Blyth mine countermeasures vessel.

Above-Water Force Protection
One of the newest, and busiest branches, is Above-Water Force
Protection (AWFP) — small teams, under the command of a
Chief Petty Officer, which deploy to provide protection to RN
warships while they are alongside or patrolling near the shore in
potentially dangerous parts of the world.

Throughout this study, the Group has been grateful for the very
high level of cooperation it has received from the Royal Navy,
RNR and the Directorate of Reserves and Cadets in MoD, with
people responding rapidly to queries, contributing ideas and inviting members to events valuable for the study.

Teams are drawn from a number of RNR units within the same
region, and the regions share the AFWP task on a rotational basis.
This eases the burden on individual establishments and spreads
the risk inherent in such deployments

In June 2007 the RNR had an establishment of 2,903. In addition
were the Royal Marines Reserves with a further 990 reservists and
714 personnel, mostly university students, who make up the University Royal Naval Units. In reality the RNR’s manpower fell well
beneath this level. The latest ‘bearing’ — or actual manning level —
is 2,103 (trained and untrained strength)5. The establishment is, over
time, being reduced to match.6 This draw-down was portrayed as
a recognition of realities, but, in a challenging recruiting environment, it leaves open the danger of further headcount reductions, with establishment and strength in a downward spiral.

A team of eight reservists at a time are deployed to the Gulf
Region. In the past, they were called up for a period of nine
months; however this is being cut to six months. The first month
of the period is spent in training at HMS Excellent to ensure
reservists are adequately prepared for the role. Having been
mobilised, AFWP teams are then available for short term tasking.7
The committee was told that reservists had not experienced any
problems in terms of being stood up, only to be stood down again
without deploying. Members of the AFWP Branch felt that the
welfare system supporting them and their families was strong.
Fleet Protection Group RM, which supported and trained the

Capabilities
Officers and ratings within the RNR specialise in a range of
different roles. These include above-water force protection, mine
warfare, intelligence, amphibious warfare, command support,
logistics, shipping control, medical, and media/information
operations. Within the RNR the Air Branch has a distinct structure,
incorporating all aircrew and aviation support personnel within a
single organisation not tied to individual training centres. We
focus on a few of these roles here.

1 Royal Navy Reserves: A Guide to Opportunities
2 Thorne, S. Cdre RNR, APRFG, 24th October 2007
3 Strategic Defence Review July 1998 p 181 — http://www.mod.uk/NR/rdonlyres/65F3D7AC-4340-4119-93A2-20825848E50E/0/sdr1998_complete.pdf
4 Parliamentary Question No121, 3rd July 2008
5 Parliamentary Question No121, 3rd July 2008
6 Evidence APRFG, 24th October 2007
7 APRFG visit to London Regional training weekend at Longmoor,
17th November 2007
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Beyond the headquarters function of the Mine Warfare Service,
the RNR is building teams of divers for a new role known as
Under-Water Force Protection. These divers do not do any deep
sea diving — their role is to check harbours and ports before a
ship arrives. They can seek out mines but have to rely on RN or
Army bomb disposal (EOD) divers for destroying them. Given
the high skills inherent in working with explosives under water,
destruction of mines is perhaps best left to full timers, although
the TA Sappers have a considerable (land-based) EOD capability.
Two small RNR diving teams were deployed each for nine
months on OP TELIC 1 and 2, in Iraq.

AFWP Branch, had its own welfare system, as did the Royal
Navy as a whole. In addition RNR units had so far been able to
provide a good link with families at home. There were still felt to
be some understandable issues in terms of employers supporting
repeated deployments, as with all parts of the reserves.
The AWFP Branch represents best-practice in terms of mobilising
small packets of reservists to fulfil a clearly-defined task within
a wider deployment: minimising the burden on sub-units, while
providing the necessary manpower, training and welfare support
through a range of regular and reserve mechanisms.

The Under-Water Force Protection Branch is only two years old,
and consists of three teams comprising 12 men, which can be
deployed as half teams or 12-man teams. All personnel are former
full time military divers, experienced civilian divers supporting
oil rigs in the North Sea or qualified sports divers. By March 2008
half the teams were at trained strength, and all teams will be ready
by 2010. Reservists have to be kept ‘in date’ with their qualifications — lots of training is required, at some expense (due to the
requisite support infrastructure — doctors, recompression chambers etc.).

This approach offers opportunities for leadership and command
responsibilities to be exercised by leading hands and petty
officers in the RNR. They have responded well. In the main,
deployment in AFWP teams was felt to have had a positive effect
on reservists. This is an example of the value of placing reservists
in positions of command when they deploy; one which strengthens
the RNR as a whole.
Mine Warfare — A Serious Gap
The Royal Navy remains a world leader in mine warfare and
recently was involved in multinational efforts to clear the northern Persian Gulf. Historically the RNR provided a substantial
pool of mine warfare expertise and manpower (something like
80%) of the RN's minesweeping capability. Until 1993 the RNR
operated the vessels of MCM10, a squadron of 12 mine countermeasures vessels. The sweepers of the late 80s had a very specific
war-role that has not been required since the end of the Cold War
and capability is now delivered by the RN-manned Sandown
Class.

Nevertheless the threat from mine warfare is intensifying. Mines
are a cheap and effective way of denying areas of sea to an
opposing naval force or civilian shipping — as reflected by their
occasional use in the Gulf. Mine countermeasures vessels and
dedicated personnel are expensive and intensive to maintain. In
the future it is possible that MCM capabilities will be a modular
fit added to ships as required. The threat from maritime mining
is serious — particularly to a country as dependent on maritime trade as the UK. 95% of all British imports, by weight,
arrive by sea and Britain is critically short of port capacity
for unloading containers. Even more important, stockpiles of
many categories of food would last only a matter of days. The
narrow, relatively shallow approach channels to many UK ports
are intrinsically vulnerable. Sowing cheap, low-tech mines offers
a good potential return to any terrorist.

The RNR still has expertise in mine warfare, and the Mine Warfare Specialisation remains an important part of the RNR. This
specialisation contains some 60 personnel, officers and senior
rates, whose role is to deploy in a command and control (C2)
function. Captain Mark Wyatt, the officer responsible for the
RNR Mine Warfare Services views the role of the specialisation
as “providing the expert Mine Warfare personnel at times they
are required by the Fleet.”

A survey of each major port is normally undertaken every two
years, to provide the essential sonar pictures needed as a backdrop for mine warfare. Nevertheless, faced with a serious threat
from terrorists using mines, perhaps at several locations at once,
the Royal Navy’s dedicated mine clearing capability would
become quickly overstretched. This is an area where reservists
could provide essential spare capacity at low cost or nil cost, if
replacing a much smaller number of regular posts. It seems
extraordinary, for example, that the RNR has no teams to operate
REMUS. The regular teams clearly cannot work round the clock
for very long and REMUS is deployable from small boats. Providing spare REMUS crews for defence of the UK (or a major
crisis in the Gulf) would provide a substantial and very cheap
force multiplier.

This is reflected in the way the Branch is manned and deployed:
largely as expert personnel who slot into established headquarters
and onto vessels. An RNR mine warfare team deployed to the
Northern Gulf in March this year, at just two weeks notice.
Mine countermeasures are intensive in terms of men and equipment. Modern mine countermeasures vessels use high definition
sonar and unmanned submersibles (called ‘REMUS’) to hunt
mines. The sonar can find mines on the seabed or in mid-water by
bouncing high frequency sound waves off them. The submersibles are then guided to the mine and destroy it using a high
explosive charge. Before this, however, a diver is sent to gather
intelligence about the mine — i.e. to disarm it and discover how
it operates.

In this context there is a clear role also for the RNR Mine War4

fare Service as a pool of expert specialists — not only in the headquarters role but, as new ships move away from the specialist
Mine Warfare role, as specialist practitioners of mine warfare,
UWFP divers, and submersible operators.

Other capabilities
The RNR Medical Branch continues to play an important role in
operations. Medical personnel were mobilised at sea and ashore
during the initial invasion of Iraq and continue to support operations in both Iraq and in Afghanistan.

RNR Air Branch
With some 300 personnel, all ex-regular, including 1088 air
crew, the RNR has a much larger flying element than the
Royal Auxiliary Air Force. It operates as a pool commanded
by a part-time commander, currently Commander Ormshaw
RNR. The committee believes that the success of this organisation, in recruiting and retaining people with prized aviation skills, depends heavily on its having a leader with a
civilian job, assisted by a full-time staff officer.

The RNR supports a wide range of niche specialisms. The media
ops branch provides support to deployed forces in dealing with
the media. Information ops conducts ‘psychological warfare’ —
undermining the opposition’s will to fight through the dissemination of information.
Two roles where the RNR could profitably take more of the
burden from the RN are public relations and public affairs. The
government Report of Inquiry into National Recognition of the
Armed Forces (NRAF) published in May 2008 addresses the need
to ensure that as the armed forces become smaller they
retain visibility in society at large.

The utilisation of the Air Branch raises the important question of
direct deployment versus ‘virtual deployment’. RNR Air Branch
personnel can deploy, and have deployed in small numbers, to
operations in Iraq and Afghanistan. Due to the Branch’s demographics, such mobilised deployments have sometimes resulted in
the personnel involved leaving the Branch following their tours.
This is largely due to the pressures and costs that deploying puts
on employers, who suffer from the same issues as in other parts
of the reserves.

This need is particularly acute for the Royal Navy which, despite
substantial contributions to Iraq, Afghanistan, and the wider ‘war
on terror’, sometimes feels marginalised in the media and wider
public eye. The NRAF is clear on the importance of outreach for
regular and reserve forces and on greater links with Parliament.9
PR and public affairs are complex areas — indeed professions in
their own right, and arguably not suited to being undertaken by
officers as an appointment in the course of their routine career
progression. The Committee was impressed by the quality of the
media ops team members they met on an RNR exercise at Longmoor, some of them ex-RN.

Commander Ormshaw believes that the branch delivers greater
effect through its main task of supporting the training pipeline,
providing instructors and trainers — in some cases for roles
which are only needed occasionally. This frees RNR air and
ground crews to deploy. Crucially, it also provides, in dire emergency, a significant capacity for expansion, especially in helicopters but also with 18 fixed wing pilots, five of them still
in-date on Harrier.

8 Parliamentary Question No 122, 3rd July 2008
9 Davies, Q., MP, Clark, B., and Sharp, M, Air Cdre, National Recognition of
the Armed Forces (HMSO 2008) pp 8-9

Archer Class P2000 Patrol Craft.
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Speaking to the Group, Commodore Thorne described recruitment as his biggest challenge.11 Greater use is now being made of
the general Royal Navy recruitment budget. The Group was
impressed by the RNR’s systematic approach with regards to
recruiting those leaving the Royal Navy and also graduates who
had finished their time with the URNUs. In particular, some
ex-regulars were offered specific roles within the RNR, in order
to increase its attractiveness to them. The RNR Air Branch is particularly successful in this regard.

The RNR provides the natural organisation where people with
professional expertise in PR and public affairs are able to add
value to the Naval Service by taking up those appointments as
skilled reservists.
RNR Structure, Recruitment and Training
As the mission of the RNR has changed, so has its structure. The
Maritime Reserves now sit squarely within the structure underneath Commander in Chief Fleet (CINCFLEET), the four-star
officer with responsibility for delivering the full range of the
navy’s capabilities.

Furthermore, unlike the OTCs, the URNUs have a formal system
for following up graduates 18 months after leaving, — i.e. after
they are established in civilian jobs. This is much more
effective than trying to recruit as people graduate, when their
focus is to settle into their civilian jobs. The difficulty the Army
and OTCs encountered with the Data Protection Act, the Royal
Navy has avoided by working through alumni societies.

The Maritime Reserves (Naval and Marine) are the direct
responsibility of Flag Officer Reserves (FORes), who also has
responsibility for recruiting and naval regional forces. Speaking
to the Group, Rear-Admiral Tony Johnston-Burt, then the flag
officer responsible, noted10 that Stephen Howarth’s history of the
Royal Naval Reserve showed that the Royal Navy has spent 100
years periodically trying to integrate reservists with the regular
service, only to backtrack each time. The current aim of changes
to the RNR is to bring about a final integration, and to do it properly, while retaining the ethos of the Maritime Reserves: to
achieve greater alignment and interoperability of the RNR within
the Royal Navy. This is ‘capability at readiness’.

Both training and recruitment are benefiting from the regional
approach. In particular the RNR had begun to deliver a series of
regional ‘big bang weekends’. The Group was able to visit one
such weekend, at Longmoor Camp, run by the RNR London
Region. Reservists participated in personal leadership tasks and
an afternoon of rifle shooting, as part of their annual personal
weapons tests. They benefited from the ability to bring together a
larger number of personnel from all the training centres in the
London Region, which enhanced the training value of the weekend: a key consideration for time-constrained reservists. Students
from a local school (Fareham College) were guests of the RNR to
give them an impression of the opportunities available in the RNR.
The group was deeply impressed with the quality of the people
involved in the exercise but felt that the overall theme of disaster
relief/humanitarian aid (nominally overseas but with echoes of the
TA's civil contingencies reserve force) did not really offer sufficient challenge for the impressive command element. Longmoor
is also far from the sea — people join the RNR to go to sea.

Operational command of the Maritime Reserves lies with Commander Maritime Reserves (CMR), a one-star part-time reservist,
currently Commodore Stephen Thorne RNR. Reporting to CMR
are four officers, three captains RNR and one Colonel RMR, who
between them have responsibility for all the capability areas in
the Maritime Reserves. All four are volunteer reservists and one
of their key roles is to approve capability and training requirements from their regular (one star) counterparts, ensuring, for
example, that skills training is available in a package which
personnel with busy civilian jobs, like themselves, can manage.
Regionality is the key to the structure of the RNR. The RNR has
fifteen training centres, each commanded by a volunteer reservist.
Given the size of the naval reserves, and the relatively technical
nature of much training, it was essential to locate training centres
in major centres of population. This maximises the number of
people within reasonable travelling time of the centres and also
the number of reservists able to get to training — providing critical mass and broadening the skills available. This demonstrates
recognition of one of the points raised in the Group’s previous
report — that the size and organisation of units supports sufficient numbers to maximise training value and enjoyment. Many
capabilities are spread across several different centres.

Owing to the location of facilities required for effective training,
most of it takes place away from home bases. The initial focus of
RNR training is intended to ensure that ratings are safe to go to
sea. This covers a range of sea survival, damage control and firefighting training. Many ratings are channelled through the AboveWater Force Protection branch before returning for more
specialist training in other branches and specialisms.
The RNR, in common with the other reserve forces, is suffering
from a shortage of man-training days. The Air Branch has tried
to overcome this by ‘billing’ Naval Air Squadrons for reservists’
time spent in direct support to a squadron. This option is not
available to all RNR branches, and the reduction of training
limits the amount of training that reservists can undertake.
Reservists, with families and jobs to sustain, cannot be expected
to give up their time for free.

As Flag Officer Scotland, Northern England and Northern
Ireland (FOSNNI) becomes Flag Officer Regional Forces the
integration of reserve and regional commands should become better. This has clear potential benefits for both recruitment and
training.

10 Evidence APRFG, 24th October 2007
11 APRFG, 24th October 2007
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Laura Moffatt MP meets 40 Commando on pre-deployment training.

very different from those of thirty to fifty years ago. Nowadays
few expect or even desire to remain in the same job or career
throughout their entire working lives. Service in the reserves may
well be able to play a part in the recruitment and retention programme by reflecting the changing aspirations through a more
fluid movement between part-time and full-time service.

The shape, structure and capabilities of the modern RNR arise
directly from the needs of the Royal Navy, and the desire to
integrate the RNR into its organisation and operations. This is
welcome. As noted in the Group’s first report, reserves are for
use but not all necessarily in any one war. To retain capability in
an area not currently being used, adequate numbers and training
time and opportunities are essential.

Rear-Admiral Johnstone-Burt, when speaking to the Group,
spoke of integration as enabling the ‘seamless’ deployment of
Reserves; restructuring them as a part time Navy, rather than a
reserve for use in the last resort. The future vision was to achieve
full integration, effectively enabling people to move from the
RNR into the Royal Navy and out again, as required in a flexible
manning structure that met both the demands of the Service and
the aspirations of the individual.

Unlike the TA, the RNR seldom deploys in formed sub-units
(apart from the Above Water Force Protection teams). Consequently, upon demobilisation, the same support network based
on camaraderie and shared experience may not exist. Care must
therefore be taken to ensure that individuals receive the necessary support and welfare once they have returned to their civilian
occupation

There is much in this to commend. But reservists remain, fundamentally, civilians. They give their time, loyalty, commitment and
much else in support of the regular forces. This takes a special
type of person, and a special ethos. It is also the case that, apart
from aircrew (with their problem of rapid ‘skills fade’), ex-regulars
are much better recruited after a year or so settling into civilian
jobs not, seamlessly, at the point of exit from the regular service.

The preceding volume also found that the relationship between
regulars and reserves matters. Reservists are best employed, and
feel most valued, when they are treated as an integral part of
operations. The Royal Navy has, in the past two years, gone further
in integrating its reserve into the wider service. RN and RNR
badges of rank, for officers and ratings, are now indistinguishable.
One of the main strengths of the reserves is the mutually beneficial application of skills and experience from the civilian world
to the military and vice versa. Ideally reservists can control the
interaction between their reservist career and their civilian job
allowing them to gain the best of both worlds (although, obviously,
this will not always be the case). Recruitment and retention are
generally affected by the aspirations of the individuals concerned.
The 21st-century career aspirations of 20 and 30-year-olds are

Integration with the RN is important, but if it goes too far and
undermines integration with the civilian world or the public identity
of the RNR, then it is likely to prove to be counterproductive in
the long term. In this context, the group welcomed the emphasis
Admiral Johnstone-Burt put on employer relationships.
“I hope that, in time, the period with the Service
by the Reservists could be seen by employers as a
7

secondment and an opportunity to enhance their
civilian careers, gaining additional skills, rather
than marking time. I also believe that employers
could make more use of the skills their reservists
have gained in command, leadership and management to the benefit of their company, passing on
their skills to the rest of the workforce, as a form of
Human Resources Capital to enhance their business.”12

Nevertheless the group noted that apart from the only Royal
Marines Reservist officer in the party, an ex-regular who was
commanding the eight man CIMIC team (responsible for liaison
with the local civilian community), no reservist was in a
commanding position at any sort; there was not even a corporal
commanding a section. It was explained to the group that, unlike
the TA, the Royal Marines Reserves are not structured to be used
as formed units and complete integration is the philosophy of the
Royal Marines with its reservists. This would not allow command
of fighting troops at any level on such demanding operations to
be in the hands of part-timers except ex-regulars. Nevertheless
three RNR watchkeepers did deploy with 40 Commando and
were extensively and successfully used (although watchkeeping
is a staff, not a command, job.)

While efforts to recruit as ‘one Navy’ with full-time or parttime career options should be encouraged, for the purposes of
recruitment, promotion and publicity, we believe that the
RNR still requires its own brand within that of the ‘Naval
service’ umbrella, in the same way as the submarine service
is distinctively recognised by its dolphins or the Fleet Air Arm
has the ‘Fly Navy’ tagline.

While understanding the concerns that regular officers must
feel in dealing with an unfamiliar body of men, the committee finds it hard to believe that the reserve SAS, Paras and
Commando Engineers can all deploy successfully from time
to time in formed subunits but the Royal Marine reservists
cannot. In fact, the mission of the Royal Marines Reserves is
to provide formed subunits as well as individual augmentees.
It is difficult to see how the Royal Marine Reserves, even with
their much more generous resourcing than most other parts
of the reserve forces, will continue to attract the kind of highquality officers needed to attract, train and retain good quality
Marines Reservists, if active service in a command position at
any level is barred to them.

The Royal Marines Reserves
The Royal Marines Reserves has an establishment of 990, and a
strength of 89013. It is concentrated on five locations. Since the
beginning of the Iraq War, a remarkable 43% of the RMR has
been deployed. Over a third are now ‘timed-out’ i.e. unavailable
for mobilisation. This is contributing to severe sustainability
issues right up to 2012, and reinforces the need to recruit. The
RMR’s rate of utilisation is even higher than that of the TA
(which is around 32%).14
During the summer of 2007, members of the Group visited 40
Commando RM to view the integration of nearly 60 reservists as
the Commando prepared for deployment to Afghanistan on OP
HERRICK 7. Reservists were integrated directly into the Commando’s existing structure. The group was extremely impressed
both with the professionalism of the whole of 40 Commando and
with the way in which the reservists were seamlessly integrated.
All seemed morally well-prepared for the struggle ahead in Helmand province, despite the trickle of reports of heavy casualties
in the Royal Anglian battalion which 40 Commando was replacing.
The remarkable action by one of the RMR, Lance Corporal Matt
Croucher, in diving on an incoming grenade, with his helmet
under him, made national and international news, prompting,
reports said, his CO to recommend him for a VC.

There is a parallel issue around the command structure in individual Royal Marines Reserves units. Until a few years ago, a
fair proportion of the command positions, occupied by a
Lieutenant-Colonel, were in the hands of part-time reservists. At
present all five units are commanded by regulars, although we
were glad to hear that a volunteer CO’s appointment has been
announced since our meeting with FOSNNI. Nevertheless, it still
is argued by some regulars that allowing a volunteer reservist a
command again should involve insisting on him working fulltime. Again it is difficult to see how this will encourage the
retention of good-quality officers and there is anyway ample
evidence, across the reserve forces as a whole, that having a commanding officer who has the same pressures of civilian work as
his subordinates has many advantages. One position which is held
by a reservist, however, is the Colonel RMR — an important
position as the main focus for advice on reservist issues to the
Commandant Royal Marines and Flag Officer.
The Royal Marines Reserves is an impressive body but there must
be real concern that their shortage of numbers and very heavy
utilisation rate, even with the much more generous resourcing
they receive compared with most other reserve organisations,
leaves them vulnerable to losing critical mass. Addressing the
12 APRFG Hearing, 24th October 2007
13 Parliamentary Question No 121, 3rd July 2008
14 Parliamentary Question No 121, 3rd July 2008

Frank Cook MP with 40 Commando.
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deficit in command opportunities on active service and at home,
for officers, and NCOs, must be part of the solution.

(This could be kept cost neutral, and achieve a large increase
in surge capacity if a small number of regular posts were saved.)

University Royal Naval Units
There are currently 14 URNUs supporting a number of universities
in England, Wales and Scotland. The organisation’s mission is to
“educate a wide spectrum of high calibre undergraduates who show
potential as society’s future leaders and opinion formers in order to
better inform them of the need for and role of the Royal Navy, and
to develop awareness of career opportunities in the Service.”

2. Plans to reduce the RNR Air Branch, including its fixed wing
component, should be scrapped. Instead a study should be
carried out to see whether the Air Branch could play a greater
role in three areas: first the training pipeline where it already
contributes, second, with opportunities for shorter deployments
on operations for reservist helicopter aircrew and third in keeping alive skills which are in danger of fading in the regular
service in those elements involved in repeat operational
deployments.

A leaner organisation than Army’s Officer Training Corps equivalent, each URNU is commanded by a RN Lieutenant who is
responsible for around 50 undergraduates who each join the
URNU as RN Reservists for their three years at University. Training is conducted one evening a week in shore units at or near the
University and at sea, over the weekends and during the vacations, on a dedicated Archer Class P2000 20 metre patrol craft.
The URNU/First Patrol Boat Squadron headquarters is a combined office at Portsmouth responsible for the administration and
support of both the shore units and the associated vessels.

3. There should be no further cuts in the balance of the RNR
establishment.
4. The RNR should expand its support to RN PR and Parliamentary outreach by transferring posts from the RN to RNR. This
should enhance professionalism and save money.
5. The RNR hierarchy should be consulted on roles they could
cost effectively take on for the Royal Navy. Wherever a
reservist can take over a function it releases funds for the overstretched budget.

The URNUs provide both the Royal Navy, and the RNR, with a
key capability — that of visibility. Small patrol vessels are able
to visit parts of the UK that larger warships are unable to, and
students are articulate ambassadors for the Royal Navy, not only
when visiting ports, but also in their wider lives. In a nation
increasingly unaware of its naval and maritime links, this alone
justifies the retention of the URNUs. It is a source of concern
however that the Archer Class, the fleet’s only small patrol
vessels, are getting old. The Sea Cadets face a similar problem
with their pool of training vessels.

6. Ways must be found of providing RNR personnel with more
seagoing opportunities.
7. The RNR should be given its own brand within that of the
Naval Service umbrella.
8. The RMR should be expanded. This could be done cheaply by
simply increasing the number of the volunteer reserve posts at
each of the current locations with no change to permanent staff
numbers. The fact that the Paras are fully recruited suggests
that this should be possible.

The URNU also provides other functions for the RNR. As noted
above, handled correctly it provides a source of direct reservist
recruitment. With roughly third of the 714 URNU students
finishing their degrees each year this represents a substantial
opportunity.

9. The RMR should offer opportunities for formed sub-units to
deploy from time to time, commanded by RMR personnel,
thus offering the same opportunities as the TA SAS, Paras and
Commando Engineers.

URNUs, with access to dedicated training vessels, can also
provide valuable sea-time to RNR young officers. This is often
simpler where URNUs and RNR establishments are located
nearby. Officers preparing for their fleet-board at HMS President
(London RNR) often accompany London URNU students on sea
weekends in HMS Puncher. Wherever possible this should be
emulated.

10. Given that Commander Maritime Reserves (CMR) is from
the RNR, it is overdue that a deputy from the Royal Marines
be appointed.
11. The requirements of the URNUs, the RNR, the Sea Cadets
and ‘RN representation’ should be considered together in
reviewing options for the eventual replacement of the Archer
class of patrol vessels.

Recommendations
1. Mine warfare capabilities in the RNR should be expanded with
more divers and, for the first time, crews to operate REMUS.
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The Air Reserves
at specific summer camps for reservists. We were concerned,
however, at the general under-manning of the RAuxAF. Even 606
Sqn, one of the best manned units in the country, was at only 80%
strength. As Air Vice Marshal Simon Bryant, Chief of Air Personnel put it: “We have been slow to recognise problems with
sustainability. Numbers were falling until this year — but there
have been improvements in recruiting so that recruits can see benefits more clearly.”18

Formed in 1924 as the Auxiliary Air Force, the RAF’s first volunteer reserve formation had from the outset a different precept
to the TA. It was designed to augment the RAF rather than, in the
TA's case, to provide a comparable structure to the Regular Army
albeit at lower readiness. This difference has remained true ever
since, despite the changes in size and roles that have taken place
since 1924. The two major changes have been the mass disbandment of the reserve self-standing flying units in 1957 and a major
reorganisation in 1979 to focus on cold war support tasks in mainland UK. Since 1979 a slight expansion and a significant adjustment to roles has taken place including the merging of the RAF
Volunteer Reserve in 1997 into the Royal Auxiliary Air Force
(RAuxAF).

A major cause of this must be the extreme pressure which units
are under with deployments to operational theatres occurring on
average one year in three, rather than once every five years which
is MoD’s target maximum across reserves. For a few personnel,
this is once every 11 months. This is manifestly unsustainable for
people with civilian jobs. Either numbers must rise substantially
or tasks decline sharply.

Today, RAuxAF units carry out varied tasks, notably airfield
defence, but also including operations and HQ support, air traffic
control, logistics, movements, engineering, communications and
medical. All these units work alongside, or are integrated into,
regular units. The establishment of the RAuxAF is around
2,000 but the strength is only around 1,400, a 30% shortfall.15
The total for trained personnel is barely 800.16 This figure
includes approximately 40 aircrew. In addition to the RAuxAF
there are around 100 part-time sponsored Reservists. Overall, the
volunteer air reserves have had a much higher deployment rate to
Iraq and Afghanistan than other reserve forces (nominally 173%17
as a proportion of current strength, although this astonishing figure
is exaggerated by the use of many personnel on very short
deployments, sometimes only weeks).

Furthermore, the station commander at RAF Benson, Group Captain Paul Lyall reminded us that the reservist’s commitment ultimately depends on his or her employer’s goodwill, something he
felt was insufficiently prioritised by the current system. Again
Air Vice Marshal Bryant’s comment: “We have therefore had to
look at new training method where we feed people gradually into
the front line with a lot more discussion taking place with
employers before doing so.”19
We also feel that this under-manning may be in part due to a lack
of visibility of the RAuxAF in the wider population. While the
new well-designed website should help, we feel further measures
will be necessary to put this right.

The RAF has some 300 personnel, also including around 40 aircrew, on full-time reserve service. These represent a significant
cost-saving over regular personnel but, as full-time employees of
the regular service, will not form part of this report on volunteer
reserves.

During our visit to 606 Sqn it was evident that squadron personnel were both keen and enthusiastic and felt they were carrying
out important and necessary roles. Many also felt that their
knowledge and experience of their specialist roles was sometimes
superior to the RAF Regulars they worked alongside because of
continuity in post and/or civilian skills. Greater recognition of
this inside the Service and, equally, more understanding by
employers of the training and experience reservists gain in the
Service would together help both recruiting and retention. It was
evident, both during our visit and when we took evidence, that
many RAF Reservists were providing skills, knowledge and
experience which was not always present in the regular unit they
were supporting. As Group Captain Sandy Davie put it, “The
Royal Auxiliary Air Force today fills important niche areas such

Throughout our inquiry we were given total co-operation by the
RAF from the Chief of the Air Staff downwards. All RAF
personnel wanted to assist us and seemed genuinely keen on
ensuring that what we provided would form a constructive input
into the wider MoD Inquiry into Reserve Forces as a whole.
Capabilities
Both our evidence session with senior RAF officers and the visit
to 606 (Chiltern) Squadron RAuxAF at RAF Benson demonstrated the wide variety of tasks carried out by RAuxAF
squadrons — in the case of 606 Squadron, mostly around helicopter support. As the role of the RAuxAF indicates, all these
tasks were in support of regular units. Indeed the bulk of
RAuxAF training is now carried out with RAF Units rather than

15 Parliamentary Question No 121, 3rd July 2008
16 Figures supplied by MoD (DRFC)
17 Parliamentary Question No 121, 3rd July 2008
18 Evidence APRFG 3rd June 2008
19 Evidence APRFG 3rd June 2008
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RAF C-130K Hercules.

too great. In turn this is likely to put even more pressure on
those that remain.

as air base protection… In addition, field hospitals could not operate without reserve forces and skills such as public relations
and intelligence are also ones where the Reserves add very important specialist knowledge.”20

This point is compounded by medical issues. Poor handling by
Birmingham Selly Oak was raised by a member of 606 Squadron
who had been wounded on operations. He had been isolated in a
civilian burns ward, where he felt unwelcome. There are also
mental health issues. Professor Simon Wessely of King’s Centre
for Military Health Research told the Group that volunteer reservists sent as augmentees (rather than in subunits) are particularly vulnerable.21 The Parliamentary Under-Secretary confirmed
this at a joint meeting of the All Party Mental Health and Reserve
Forces Groups.

In addition to their many operational deployments, activities in
the UK released regular personnel for other duties. In the case of
606 Squadron they had recently taken on a helicopter support
course for the Army which had previously been provided by an
overstretched regular unit. Elements of 606 Squadron have an
important and specialist role in airfield defence, a role which
some might have considered could be more easily carried out by
the TA. Indeed this role accounts for around one third of all RAF
reservists.

Reserve Aircrew
At present the RAuxAF has approximately 40 volunteer reserve
aircrew, including 19 pilots. This is less than the RNR Air Branch,
although the RAuxAF pilots’ current utilisation rate is higher. We
were told that one reason for this was that courses to train regular
aircrew were in short supply. In addition the cost of keeping
reserve aircrew sufficiently in-date to take part in operations
would be prohibitive even if they could be spared from their civil-

With so much of the RAuxAF manpower deployed at any one
time, the pressure on the force has never been greater. 606
Squadron has had a remarkable record of sending people on
operations (70% of their current strength in past three years
alone). If this level of deployment is to continue, steps will
need to be taken to increase manpower at least up to the
agreed establishment level quickly. We believe that if this is
not done there will be an increased number of experienced
personnel leaving the RAuxAF as the strain of balancing their
reserve commitment with their civilian occupation becomes

20 Evidence APRFG 3rd June 2008
21 Joint meeting with the All-Party Mental Health Group 10th December 2007
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ian duties (mostly with the airlines) when needed. While we have
some sympathy with this view bearing in mind that the Army’s
Reserve aircrew mainly fly communication helicopters and the
RNR aircrew are largely restricted to helicopters (plus a dozen
Hawk and six Harrier pilots), we do feel that there is nonetheless
scope for increasing numbers of reserve aircrew to be used should
they already have most of the necessary skills to support regular
units.
In this context we were pleased to see that the only formed flying unit in the RAF Reserve (1359 F1t at RAF Lyneham flying
C-130 aircraft) is providing worthwhile support to the Hercules
force by releasing regular aircrew from routine to operational
tasking. 26 of the volunteer reserve aircrew, including eight pilots,
serve with this unit. We were puzzled, however, that the commander of this is always a full-time reservist, when the RNR Air
Branch and many busy TA units are commanded by volunteer
reservists with a full-time adjutant or staff officer. The remaining
reserve aircrew were filling posts supporting regular units flying
the Hawk, Tornado, HS125 and the Puma, although nearly all are
full-time.

Julian Brazier, MP; Gp Capt Paul Lyall, Stn Cdr, RAF Benson; Lord
DeMauley and FO Ces Isley in front of a Tutor aircraft.

Commander Maritime Reserves and the Colonel RMR are all
volunteer reservists while the Royal Navy and Army each also
have a volunteer reservist officer in their central (regular) staff. It
is no criticism of the current energetic and able RAF officer with
reserve responsibilities to say that it seems curious that the fulltime RAF, alone of the services across the English-speaking
world, still appears to have no senior volunteer reservist with a
civilian job responsible for policy advice. The RAF reserves do
have a retired senior Airman who plays an important role as
Inspector General, but he can hardly be counted in this capacity
as a source of serving volunteer advice.

In the future we believe there may be scope for reserve aircrew increasingly supporting more regular flying units using
their skills, in training roles, and flying in the right hand seat
of multi-crew aircraft. This could relieve the strain at home
on regular units who are involved in detachments in operational theatres.

Courses and skills
It is in the nature of volunteer reserves service that, when not on
operations, most volunteer reserves (apart from students) cannot
attend long courses. This means that ways need to be found to
deliver courses from Staff College to basic trade skills, in a different way. It is welcome that the RAuxAF have fairly recently
been able to attend Staff College courses, as their counterparts in
the other two services have for generations.

Sponsored Reserves
Recently a new type of Air reserve has been formed, the Sponsored Reserves, mirroring those which the Army has had for a
long time. They came about to ensure that certain civilian contracts had embedded within them personnel who could be called
out for permanent service to continue to deliver the contracted
support in operational theatres. We were told that Sponsored
Reserves are at present part of four entities, namely 32 Sqn based
at RAF Northolt, the Sentry whole life support contract at RAF
Waddington, a Sea King detachment in the Falkland islands and
the mobile meteorological unit, based at RAF Scampton. The
RAF's new air refuelling force, which is going to be operated by
a civilian consortium led by Air Tanker, will take sponsored
reserves another step forward with 50 ground crew and 14
aircrew being reservists who will work and fly alongside regular
personnel operating these aircraft. In our view, Sponsored
Reserves will need to be expanded much further if the RAF
is to be able to maintain specific operational capabilities as
key skills migrate from uniformed personnel to civilian
contractors.

A combination of a fortnight course with modular elements has
to substitute for a much longer regular course in many cases for
a range of skills. For this to work, however, it is essential that a
single senior post, preferably a volunteer reservist, is responsible for ensuring that such arrangements are organised and continue to be recognised, especially if training is to be
contractorised. We were told that some mechanical and electrical
tradesmen had adopted agreed modular paths only to be told that
the relevant post at St Athan had changed hands and the goalposts had moved. A similar system to that in the RNR, involving
dual-clearance of courses by the relevant regular and volunteer reserve officers is long-overdue.
University Air Squadrons
The first University Air Squadron was formed over 80 years ago
at Cambridge. Since then University Air squadrons have been
formed across the country serving the majority of universities
(usually on a shared basis). Over the past 40 years successive
Defence Reviews have considered abolishing UASs. They have

Command structure
In Britain there has been a welcome move over the last few years
to put right the lack of volunteer reserve presence in the tri-service
staff, the Royal Navy and the Army. Today the Assistant Chief of
Defence Staff (Reserves and Cadets), the Director of the TA, the
12

Equally a reserve unit recruiting a former cadet will have someone already knowledgeable about air force matters.

survived partly because many potential RAF officers are graduates and membership of a UAS while they are at university
provides an opportunity for both the Service and the individual to
find out more about each other. In addition, in the past, part of a
pilot’s elementary flying training has been carried out at a UAS
while studying for a degree. Many of today’s senior RAF commanders gained their first experience of the RAF at an Air
Squadron. Today they are co-located with Air Experience Flights
(see below). Flying is now limited to an average of ten hours a
year for members and much of the instruction is now
carried out by Reserve (VRT) aircrew who in the past have only
flown Cadets. This change seems to have come about partly
because of the pressure of work on undergraduates and partly to
save money.

New Roles and Skills — an opportunity
Throughout our inquiry we were conscious on the one hand of the
increased variety of skills in civilian life which were of importance to the RAF and on the other the shrinking size of the RAF.
This will increasingly mean that in order to fulfil its operational roles the RAF will have to rely on skills among
reservists and civilians. Yet the Joint Personnel Administration
(JPA) has no method of assessing such skills, let alone tracking
them. Equally it was not clear to us that in deciding the size
and shape of RAF Reserves enough attention was being paid
to the skills actually available among the civilian community.
By way of example, there would be little point in establishing a
number of reserve orthopaedic surgeons to supplement those
already in the Medical Branch if no such supply existed because
of the demands of the NHS.

The positive benefit that University Air Squadrons give the RAF,
in terms of links with universities and wider society, should not
be underestimated. Having individuals who are knowledgeable
about the RAF and likely to fill important positions in many
walks of life has over many years been of considerable benefit to
the Service. This benefit needs to be re-asserted today, particularly
with the reduced amount of flying available to undergraduates. In
addition it is our view that the anomaly which results in certain
categories of RAF sponsored undergraduates (principally medical), not automatically remaining members of Air Squadrons,
and not able easily to continue flying with them should be
changed.

The new system being introduced for the maintenance of RAF
aircraft, with a single base for each type providing both ‘forward’
and ‘depth’ levels of servicing and maintenance, in partnership
with a civilian contractor, means that the necessary skills to carry
out this activity will not always be held by RAF Regulars.
With this migration of skills away from the RAF we are also of
the view that new roles for the Reserve forces should be continualy examined. An example might be the future manning of UAV
units. This would particularly apply to units based in the UK but
carrying out operations abroad such as future variants of the Predator type of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle. Such an approach would
provide a middle way between expensive regular manned units,
on the one hand, and, on the other, simply leaving it to civilian
contractors.

Cadets
We also spent some time with 6 Air Experience Flight (AEF)
which provides flying experience for ATC and CCF Cadets at
Benson. There are 42,000 Air Training and Combined Cadet
Force Air Cadets making the total slightly larger than the uniformed strength of the RAF. Plans are in place to increase this
total to 50,000. While the Cadet Force was not directly part of
our Inquiry 6 AEF is one of the 12 reserve flying units that provide air experience for cadets. (The pilots in these are unpaid and
non-deployable RAF reservists and do not appear in any of the
figures above). It was clear to us that closer links between the
cadet organisation and other reserve formations would benefit
both sides. At a local level at RAF Benson this appeared to have
started to happen recently with cadets making use of some of 606
Sqn’s facilities. We were also told that the expansion of the cadet
movement would probably depend on the number of instructors
that could be recruited. Again closer links with other reserve units
could in our view help this expansion.

Since the Strategic Defence Review, the RAF has increasingly
appreciated the usefulness of reserves. This is partly the result of
cost pressures and partially the result of the migration of needed
skills out of the RAF. Both these trends are likely to continue
with the increased use of PFIs and partnerships with industry for
the full life maintenance of RAF assets. We do not consider that
RAF Reserves and in particular the RAuxAF should be regarded
as the TA in light blue. Instead their primary role should continue
to be the support of regular units rather than self standing units in
their own right. Nevertheless, the formations that supply these
specialists — notably the RAuxAF squadrons should continue
wherever possible to be commanded by volunteer reservists.

While we agree that pressure should not be put on underage
cadets to join either the RAF or the RAF Reserve we do think
that more information should be given to Cadets and former
Cadets when they reach the age of 18, concerning the opportunities available to them in the reserve. They could also be contacted
when they have settled down in their chosen primary occupation.
Many will have learnt a great deal about the RAF while they were
cadets and some at least will want to continue that association.

In the past the RAF has not generally felt that Reserve Aircrew
could provide a useful and cost effective addition to its operational capability. Instead it felt that any money available should
be spent on ensuring that its regular aircrew were trained to the
highest possible standard. Today the situation is not so clear cut.
The frontline fast jet force is established for less than 1,000 aircrew and is now involved in a number of operational detachments
13
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Overall despite present recruiting difficulties we believe there
is a strong case for increasing the size of the RAF Reserves —
partly on cost grounds and partly to ensure that specialist
skills are available when needed. Within its manpower planning processes, the RAF should consider greater utilisation
of reservists by rebalancing its manpower mix, based on the
last five years of experience of robust output from reservists.

abroad. Keeping skill levels up at home may well in the future
require more input from reservists. Equally increasing contractorisation in multi-engined and training units means that
reservists have an increased role to play both to keep down costs
and to provide support for operations.
If the RAF Reserves are to meet this future challenge the offer
they make to potential recruits will need to be more focused. We
think the well-designed new website is a step in the right direction. However, more needs to be done. All Government departments should have consistent pro-reservist policies. There
should be one name, in the public domain at least, for all RAF
volunteer reserves. While a high percentage of the general
public are familiar with the term ‘TA’ far fewer understand
what the RAF Reserves do and how the RAuxAF fits in.

Our final comment relates to the important role the reserves play
in linking the RAF to the civilian community. With its shrinking
size and reduced footprint on the ground, the RAF will increasingly need the reserves to provide that link.
Recommendations
1. Steps should be taken through a national recruiting drive to
bring RAuxAF units up to their established strength as a matter
of urgency. To this end, civilian employers should be made
more aware of the training and experience that RAF Reservists
receive when they are on Reserve duty. The RAF should work
more closely with SABRE and the RFCAs to achieve this.
More effort needs to be focused on small to medium businesses.

We were very impressed with the wide variety of tasks carried
out by RAuxAF Units but deeply concerned at their manning
levels. We also felt that a lack of units in the Northwest, the West
of England, and Northern Ireland because of the lack of RAF
Stations in these parts of the United Kingdom undoubtedly had
an effect on the RAF’s image and recruiting of regulars and
volunteers. Manning levels must also be affected by the lack of a
formal link between the adult reserves and the cadet organisation.

2. A study should be carried out with the intention of increasing
14

the size of the RAuxAF to meet the need of the increased number of personnel needed to support the RAF both at home and
on operations; the present levels of deployment are unsustainable within the existing structure.

and RFCA properties in those parts of the country where there
are no RAF units (i.e. in the Northwest, the West of England,
and in Northern Ireland).
7. As the commercial aircrew sector expands and the number of
aircrew in the RAF reduces, steps should be taken to determine
how more reserve aircrew can be cost effectively utilised to
support regular units.

3. As part of that study, a skills audit should be carried out to
determine the availability of civilian specialists with specific
skills. This may result in some cost-savings in the regular service
as well as enhanced capability. The Joint Personnel Administration should be tasked with keeping the audit results up to
date. Care should be taken in deciding the size and shape of
an expanded reserve not to expect specific skills to be automatically available in the civilian community.

8. New roles for RAF Reserves should be researched such as their
future use on UAV units both to provide specialist knowledge
to those units and to keep costs down.
9. The existing use of sponsored Reserves should be carefully
monitored with the aim of their increasing use in PFIs and partnerships with commercial organisations. This should include
the plans for the Maritime and Coastguard Agency to take over
Air Sea Rescue.

4. All volunteer air reserves should be brought under one name,
either Royal Auxiliary Air Force or RAF Reserves. Greater
efforts should be made to sell the brand — perhaps using
World War Two veterans while we still have them. (TA 100 is
helping to reinforce what is already a recognised brand).

10. There should be a formal link between the Air Cadet organisation and the RAuxAF ensuring that cadets when they reach
the age of 18 should, if they wish, be informed of opportunities in the adult reserves.

5. The Royal Auxiliary Air Force should be brought in line with
the TA, RNR, RMR and DRFC in having a part-time volunteer
reservist as its principal source of policy advice. Volunteer
reservists should be considered for command of the Hercules
flight, supported by a full-time staff officer.

11. Local links should also be established between all RAuxAF
units and nearby Air Training Corps squadrons to promote
greater co-operation between the two organisations.

6. To minimise the cost of any expansion, consideration should be
given to forming new units on Army bases, Naval air stations
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Tri-Service Summary and Conclusions
The imminent threats round the corner in 1914, 1982, 1990
and 2001 bore no relation to the priority challenges we faced
at the beginning of each of those years. The same may well
be true today. We believe that the most important role of reserve forces is to provide a low-cost capacity to expand and
provide for the unexpected, both directly through their structures and training and, more widely, through keeping alive an
understanding of, and interest in, matters military in wider
society.

There are three overarching issues in all parts of the volunteer
reserves which closely interact with each other. The first stems
from the question of what we have Armed Forces for, the second,
the role reserves play in fostering a proper relationship between
the military and civilian community (the Government’s recent
report Inquiry into National Recognition of our Armed Forces22
addressed this). Third is how it is possible to attract and retain a
high calibre of civilians into volunteer reserve service in a way
that ensures quality in their military capability and, equally
important, standing in their civilian spheres?

It is interesting that just over half of those MPs who have worn
uniform are former members of the volunteer reserves despite
their being much smaller than their regular counterparts. Three
MPs continue to serve today, two in the Territorial Army and one
in the RNR. All have participated in our work. There is no historical example of a democracy sustaining capable armed forces
without either conscription or substantial volunteer reserves —
and Britain’s volunteer reserves are now much smaller proportionately than in other major English speaking countries.

In Volume 1, we expressed concern that some in the armed forces,
understandably beset by the pressures from, and casualties in,
Afghanistan and Iraq, have come to see the TA simply as a supplier of junior rank and specialist augmentees, losing sight of the
need for a basis for expansion, should Britain face a larger scale
challenge. In the course of our subsequent study, we were told
that the role of the Royal Auxiliary Air Force in making possible
any expansion was ‘limited’23 and it also became clear that the
Maritime Reserves capability in this respect was very small too,
with the one important — and interesting — exception of Naval
aircrew.

Yet in Volume 1 we pointed out that roughly half the land forces of
our three main English-speaking counterparts are volunteer
reserves against around a quarter in Britain. Taking air reserves as
an example here, we do not need to look across the Atlantic at the
fast jet fighter squadrons of the Air Guard for comparison. Perhaps
more relevant is that our Royal Auxiliary Air Force is much smaller
than its counterpart in Australia, which has a third of Britain’s population. For a country with world-class maritime and aviation
industries, our Maritime and Air Reserves seem small indeed.

Yet a high proportion of the important conflicts in which this
country engaged over the past century have been unexpected. The
likelihood of sending a naval task force to the Falkland Islands,
even a few days before the Argentine invasion, at a time when all
eyes were focused on the Soviet threat, was regarded as so slight
that we had sold HMS Invincible and even announced the withdrawal of our Antarctic Patrol Vessel. The possibility of deploying armoured formations ‘out of area’ a few months before the
first Gulf War was not regarded as a worthwhile subject even for
contingency planning. The 9/11 attack (in which more British
civilians died than any other post-WW2 event) was totally unexpected. Yet it lit the fuse for the invasion of Afghanistan and,
arguably, Iraq as well.

The third of our major themes is that volunteer reserves which
are trained and equipped for a variety of interesting tasks are
more likely to attract and retain good quality personnel than those
which are seen as simply providing the lowliest forms of support
for the regular forces. It is often remarked that regular forces designed and trained for war can make excellent peacekeepers but
those designed with a peacekeeping-only ethos will end up able
to do neither. In the same way, reserve forces with a broad capability and ethos are more likely to attract and retain good quality
people into the reserves, who are a credit to the Armed Forces in
their civilian spheres. It goes deeper than that; understanding how
to organise reserve service involves certain principles and characteristics of volunteer organisations which hold true for political parties, religious groups, sports clubs and charities. Those
serving must feel valued by the community at large, respected by
their regular colleagues, and, crucially a volunteer’s role must fit
into a comfortable triangle with the main job and family life.

Further back and, on a much larger scale, the main focus of media
attention and national concern in the first half of 1914 was the
growing evidence of preparations for armed insurrection by nationalists and Carson’s unionists in Ireland — not the signs of
mobilisation in Germany. However desperate the operational
overstretch may be in today’s Army and parts of the other two
services, it would be short sighted in the extreme to structure our
reserves (as well as much of our regular forces) simply to meet
the needs of current operations. Planners should be reminded that
these can change with alarming speed and reserve capabilities,
although much cheaper, take longer to build.

22 Published , May 2008
23 Air Vice Marshal Simon Bryant, Hearing, 3rd June 2008
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A combination of too many demands and too little recognition
has led to a manning crisis across the volunteer reserves, each
major component being less well-recruited than its regular
counterpart despite some severe manning issues in the regular
forces. The problem in the Royal Auxiliary Air Force is particularly acute.

Some would like to see the counter-terrorist agenda handed over
lock stock and barrel to the police and intelligence services, on
the basis that the present arrangements are unsustainable with so
many reservists away on operational tours. This view is understandable given the overstretch suffered by the regular and
reserve forces but is short-sighted for two reasons. First the
police are far more expensive and less suited to tasks like protecting key facilities or providing quick reaction forces, let alone
clearing mines. Equally important, this kind of activity is central
to establishing in the minds of a wider demilitarised public that
the Armed Forces are directly relevant to them.

Below are our views on a number of areas which cut across the
volunteer reserves.
Civil Protection
Today, in the wake of the bloodiest post-war attack on British
soil, protection against terrorism appears to have moved away
from MoD to the Home Office. Provision for counterterrorism in
the reserve forces is arguably the worst of all worlds. On the one
hand, the headquarters of the units which are to provide the direction for Civil Contingencies Reserve Forces are manifestly inadequate (without even intelligence cells). Yet, on the other,
exercises are required to take place in which volunteer reservists
are given the most basic and uninteresting roles — when they are
not left waiting around altogether. The committee visited an RNR
exercise where enthusiastic instructors worked hard to bring a
variety of forms of interest to an exercise where civil protection
(albeit nominally overseas) was the theme but we were left with
a feeling of high quality people being under-stretched. Yet, our
estuaries and harbours are vulnerable to a terrorist mining threat,
despite the fact that Britain is especially dependent on them —
some 95% of imports arrive by sea and we have shallow
approaches to many of our ports.

What is needed is to give volunteer reserves the structures they
need to play an important part in responding to a terrorist threat,
such as intelligence cells for those units requiring them and a
substantial increase in the planned modest growth in RNR mine
warfare capability. This should enable headquarters and specialist
elements of the volunteer reserves to play a credible role in antiterrorist exercises, instead of operating on the fringes of the emergency services. At the same time, the rank and file should be
released from boring, routine exercises to free up man training
days for more challenging war-fighting training.
Ex-Regular Reservists
The figures we were provided with indicate that there are nearly
33,000 ex-regular reservists and pensioners of the RAF. Comparable numbers must exist for the Royal Navy and much larger
ones for the Army. We did not look in detail into how at least
some of this number might be used in cases of a national emer-

Group Capt Sandy Davie and Lord de Mauley with SAC Callega; SAC M. Rowley, Cpl J. Barham, SAC S. Baker of 606 (Chiltern) Squadron
RAuxAF.
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Here the RNR have the right approach. Those who leave university and are not part of a service scheme, will be totally focused
on settling into a new job, which may be a long way away from
their university. The time to follow them up is 12 to 18 months
after leaving university. Plans to do this in the Army were abandoned because of the Data Protection Act, but the Royal Navy
has been able to do it through use of the University alumni societies. Adopting this approach in the other reserve services could
yield a number of good officers.
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One point of general concern on university units is that the
number of academics serving as volunteer reserve officers in
the units has sharply declined. For example there is no academic at all serving with either London OTC or London URNU
(Air squadrons do not have volunteer reserve officers but, being
able to offer the occasional opportunity to fly, tend to have
good relationships with senior management of their parent universities). Given the large number of academics and teachers
who serve in the volunteer reserves, this seems extraordinary
and cannot be good for links between university units and their
parent universities. It also means that there is a danger of a rift
developing between university units and the Military Education
Committees of the universities to which they answer, if none of
the committee members have served in uniform.

RAF Harrier GR9s aboard HMS Illustrious.

gency. However, we were concerned how little was known about
them. While it is clearly difficult to keep track of such a large
number of former regular servicemen and women we are concerned that all contact with Regular Reserves, even access to
credible lists of addresses, appears to have gone. Having more
contact with former regulars might help the under manning in
reserve units and provide greater clarity regarding the skills that
could be available in the case of a national emergency. This could
be done on a regular basis using both electronic means and by
making use of pensioner information through the pay system.
Indeed many former Regular servicemen might welcome being
kept in contact with the armed forces in this way

Non-University Recruiting
While universities provide, to a large extent, a common source
of recruiting for regulars and volunteer reservists, the volunteer
reserves seek to recruit a different kind of person for noncommissioned service from their regular counterparts. He or she
is older than the teenagers, from whom the regular services
recruit and, crucially, has settled into a civilian job. In Volume 1,
we focused on the weaknesses of integrated regular/reserve
recruiting. Attracting such people is best done by people in the
civilian world with civilian jobs. In America and Australia, most
senior commands at one star level are held by volunteer reservists
with civilian jobs. In Britain, we went down the alternative route
of setting up associations in the civilian world responsible for
recruiting, while regular commanders focused on training the volunteer units under them. The RFCAs, as the associations are now
called, have however always had a strong bias towards the Territorial Army and this is felt — and understandably resented — in
the Maritime and Air reserves.

University units and officer recruiting
The University Reserve Naval Units (URNUs), Officer Training
Corps (OTCs) and University Air Squadrons all exist with the
prime purpose of keeping the Armed Forces in contact with the
rising generation, while offering students opportunities for leadership and challenge. A number of Members of Parliament served
in all three, as have people in a range of influential walks of life.
We believe that the prime function of these units is an important
one, but also that they are greatly underused in terms of providing more officers for the volunteer reserves. Consideration should
also be given to recruiting students directly into the junior ranks
of local reserve units. Numbers of students have already joined
local units in the UK, but in smaller numbers than is typical in
Australia and America.

Ironically the bulk of the responsibility for recruiting for the TA
has been taken away from the RFCAs but, with a former senior
airman as their chief executive, they have acquired some responsibility for recruiting elements of the Royal Auxiliary Air Force.
They continue to deliver the liaison with employers, under
direction from SABRE, something which obviously needs to be
organised by a civilian-led organisation.

In Volume 1 we looked in detail at the kind of gap year
approaches which could bring the regular army, TA and OTC
much closer together. Many of the same points can be made
about the other two services. On a separate point, those who
pass through university units, without being members of such
a scheme or university cadets for the regular services,
provide a considerable potential pool for volunteer reserve
officer recruiting, if utilised in the right way.

Certain functions of recruiting are best held centrally, where
substantial economies of scale can be achieved but it seems
extraordinary that regional functions are in the hands of reg18
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An idea to be studied is for NHS Trusts to be contracted to maintain mutually agreed levels of military medical capability in
peacetime and to make it available in an emergency. As existing
Medical Defence Hospital Units (MDHUs) are sited at large District General Hospitals they provide a fertile recruiting ground
for all forms of medical and nursing staff. The larger the hospital, the less the impact of losing members of staff when deployment is necessary. Contracts could be designed to allow NHS
Trusts to replace deployed reservists with recently retired medical
staff or other trained personnel.
The first deployments of volunteer reserve units on active service
for a generation were a field hospital from the TA and an aeromedical squadron from the Royal Auxiliary Air Force in the Gulf War
in 1990. Today medical elements of all three services make a disproportionate contribution to our operation in Afghanistan, mostly
in formed units, and have contributed heavily in Iraq too.
Yet there has been a disconcerting unwillingness on the part
of the regular medical services to recognise the value of the
support they receive. They continue to impose the requirement on those doing medical cadetships that they be barred
from the volunteer reserves and even the university units.
This is greatly resented in reserve medical units, who like to
employ medical students for a range of tasks. They see their
members suffering in their civilian careers for their operational deployments. Trainee doctors often lose a whole year as
a result of going on operations for three months. The regular
medical services have ensured that their own cadets play no
part in it, by barring them from service, and done nothing to
approach the Royal Colleges to sort the problem out.

ular brigade headquarters, and the Maritime and Air counterparts. This is particularly striking in the case of maritime
and air reserves where the smaller size of the parent service
leaves regional headquarters — and Naval bases and RAF
stations — even further apart than those for the Regular
Army. Local connection is strained to say the least. Part of
the key to restoring the woeful level of volunteer reserve
recruiting lies in making more use of the RFCAs, with their
clear footprint in the civilian world from which recruits come
— and in which volunteer reserves continue to operate.
Civilian Military Infrastructure Construction (CIMIC)
In our last report we recommended setting up a voluntary central
register of civilian skills among volunteer reservists. However,
on none of our visits have we found any enthusiasm for individuals to be given yet another opportunity to serve, if it is outside
their unit. It may well be that the volunteer reserves are just working so hard that they cannot play much more of a role in operational theatres. We believe, however, that opportunities for units
to send subunits to do particular civilian tasks, such as an engineer troop repairing a bridge, or a communications unit, from any
of the services, establishing a mobile phone mast, would generate genuine interest. TA Infantry, RAF Regiment auxiliaries or
RNR force protection groups could be used to protect them.
These would also provide important opportunities for volunteer
reserve officers to command in the field.

Today there is a fear in the medical reserves that the regular
medical services, while leaning heavily on volunteer reserves for
today's tasks, are talking directly to the NHS over their heads
in planning a future in whose design volunteer reserves will
have little say.
Recognition
At a time when money is desperately tight, calling for greater
financial recognition for volunteer reserves cannot be popular,
even with the parlous manning position in some units. There are
however a number of steps that can be taken at modest cost which
would have a disproportionately good effect. Some of these are
listed in the recommendations below.

Medical
Undermanning in the Defence Medical Services is now so
acute that a positive initiative is urgently required to
strengthen them and also to build up reserves. The civilian
medical profession is fiercely competitive and those doctors and
nurses who are considering joining the reserves fear that their callout commitment will lead to discrimination from regional health
trusts. This threat, whether real or imagined, is a powerful disincentive to recruitment and creates a conundrum that has defied
solution by successive Governments.

Tri-Service Recommendations
1. An initiative should be conducted across all three services,
involving discussions with Britain’s large aviation sector, to
see how volunteer reserves can play a larger and cost-effective
role in our armed forces, taking account of lessons from the
USA and Australia. Plans to scrap the TA’s only aviation regiment and to run down the RNR Air Branch should be reversed.
The Royal Auxiliary Air Force should be expanded, especially
its flying elements.
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2. Reserve units should be freed of much of the burden of dull
undemanding routine CCRF exercises. They should however
be given those, extra volunteer posts (intelligence, underwater
mine warfare etc.) needed to allow participation by CCRF HQs
and specialist groups to play — and be seen to play — a full
role in the more demanding aspects.

7. Senior reserve medical officers should be included in any discussions MoD holds with the Department of Health, NHS
management or Royal Colleges.

3. The danger of the whole concept of Regular Reserves withering
must be recognised. The new JPA pay system should be better
utilised to facilitate contact with Regular Reservists drawing
pensions, with an amendment to the Data Protection Act if necessary.

9. MoD should assist SABRE and the RFCAs in engaging with
the Royal Colleges to ensure that medical students serving on
short operational tours are not disadvantaged in their courses.

8. The ban on regular medical cadets joining the reserve forces at
university should be lifted.

10. Sponsored medical units along the lines outlined above
should be evaluated.

4. University units (URNUs, OTCs and UASs) should be perceived as playing a closer role in reserve officer recruiting and
training. Besides embracing the proposals of Volume 1 on the
TA, an ‘18 month follow up’ scheme — already in place in
URNUs — should be adopted by the others. A focused effort
should be made to recruit academics as OTC and URNU
officers.

11. To improve recognition, the divisive and separate medals
awarded to volunteer reserves, in many cases instead of OBEs
and MBEs, should be abolished. Instead the reserves should
get their full share of civilian medals and the nationally recognised TD, RD and AEA should be restored, as post-nominal
decorations, but perhaps on an all rank basis.

5. Reserve Forces and Cadets Associations should play a much
bigger role again in regional aspects of recruiting other ranks.
Recent steps to reach out more to the Maritime and Air
Reserves are important in correcting a perceived ‘TA bias’.

12. The cost-effectiveness of giving volunteer reservist access to
free dentistry should be a subject of a full study. (More volunteer reservists mobilised for active service are turned away
with dental problems than for any other reason.)

6. Reserve forces should play a larger role in CIMIC work —
wherever possible in formed sub-units. Funding for training
for this should be sought from the Department for International
Development.

13. Volunteer reservists, wounded on operations must be seen to
get decent medical treatment, especially for conditions which
develop some time after service, including mental illness.
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A Royal Air Force XI Squadron Eurofighter Typhoon, armed with the standard Quick Reaction Alert weapons of four
AMRAAM and four ASRAAM plus two 1,000L droptanks, shadows a Russian Bear-H aircraft over the North Atlantic
Ocean after it approached United Kingdom airspace.
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